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For rent one bedroom apartment 61 m2 in new development with
parking Pragaue 7 - Holesovice, Delnicka street

Registration
number: 7983

This offer is not longer availableArea floor 61m2 Type of ownership Private
Floor 3rd floor Parking Garage parking
Structure of building Frame Availability immediate
Elevator Yes apartment arrangement one bedroom apartment with

adjacent kitchenete in living room
(2+kk)

Balcony Yes Area of balcony 9m2

Loggia No Cellar No
Terrace No Garden No
Duplex No Loft No
Apartment in family
house

No Total of floor 7

Number of aboveground
floor

8 Area built up 3,135m2

Area use 61m2 Status of estate New building
Year of construction 2,019 Parking Garage parking
Furnished Furnished Character of town Big city
Transport accessibility City public transport, Suburban

transport, Highway, Subway, Train,
Airport

For rent furnished one bedroom apartment, 61 m2 situated on the 3rd floor with elevator. Beautiful sunny apartment with
convenient parking in the underground garage in the house. Bathroom with bath tube and space for washing machine,
kitchen fitted with ceramic hob, dishwasher, microwave, fridge / freezer, extractor hood. Laminated floors in the rooms
wooden in the hallway, bathroom and toilet is tiles. In the hall and bedroom are built-in wardrobes. From the living room is
the entrance to the balcony 9 m2 oriented to the courtyard. The apartment includes a parking lot in underground garage
and a spacious storage cellar on the ground floor. Transport accessibility from this location is absolutely perfect and at
the same time you have the opportunity to happily perceive the beauty of every single house in this district of Prague
every day. Tram stop Dělnická is only 350 m from the house, ba tram to the to the metro station Vltavská in "C" line it is
only 3 minutes by tram, 10 minutes by metro by metro from Vltavská to the center, from Dělnická tram stop it is only 6
minutes to the metro station Palmovka on the line "B". It is an exclusive living of the highest standard in a new building in
the new development Residence Osadní. In the vicinity of the apartment we find all amenities, e.g. restaurants,
supermarket Žabka, Peny market, Supermarket Norma, pharmacy, drugstore, gym, cafe, restaurants, cultural clubs,
farmers market in Holesovice market and so on. Availability in Prague is absolute. Metro station Vltavská on line "C" is
just 5-minute walk. Stromovka Park and Letna Park are just 10 minutes by tram. Available immediately. The owner
request security deposit amounting of two months rents. The interested client has been made aware of the payment of
commission in the amount of one month's rent plus VAT.
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